
From the Guest Editor 

This is a special issue on Irish culture-past and present, urban and 
rural, in Ireland and abroad. The allied disciplines of folklore, cultural 
anthropology, and ethnomusicology are represented, along with a wide range 
of authors' personal and scholarly interests-intellectual history, 
ethnography, group identity, belief, language, dance, and music. How can 
one identify the common thread in such a collection? Perhaps the one thing 
these five articles have in common is that all of the authors happen to be 
American and have a passionate interest in the range of human expression 
found in Ireland. 

Titles can be telling, curious, and even vexing when faced with the 
task of composing one, and my choice of "Irish Folklore and Ethnology," 
not simply "Irish Folklore," deserves some explanation. My first serious 
introduction to Irish folklore was at the Department of Folklore, University 
College Cork. That department has since expanded its name to the Department 
of Folklore and Ethnology, partly in response to the changing definition of 
folklore and the expanding purview of folklorists not only in Europe but 
also in North America and elsewhere. "Ethnology" usually means little more 
than the study of cultures, especially regional cultures. The inclusion of 
"ethnology" in this issue's title, as in the department's new title, supplements 
and maybe qualifies the word "folklore." It does not fix the word "folklore" 
for those who think it is broken or overburdened, but it gives "folklore" 
some elbowroom. 

"Ethnology" has the potential to make those who dismiss the discipline 
of folklore as the study of children's stories and mistaken beliefs pause long 
enough to listen to the folklorist explain that today we rarely define folklore 
as only certain types of texts and culture items. We more often think of 
folklore as a mode of communication, especially artistic communication, 
that can be eloquent of culture, among other intangible, even ineffable 
constructs. Including "ethnology" in this issue's title has less to do with 
delineating disciplinary boundaries, or even betraying a perfectly good word, 
than with registering the various origins and broad horizons of the articles 
presented. As for this word "folklore" that many of us folklorists have been 
fretting over lately, I offer no lengthy criticisms or vindications of its overall 
fitness, but I like what Burt Feintuch had to say in his last note as editor of 
Journal of American Folklore: "To be a folklorist is to hold an expansive 
view of human expression." Whether or not folklorists or the people they 



interview are comfortable with the term "folklore," I am convinced that 
whatever we call it, as Feintuch puts it, "Our subject is in the bedrock of the 
soul. It is the sinew of community." 

As most of our readers know, this year marks the 150th anniversary 
of William John Thoms's coining of the term "folklore," and this issue begins 
with a timely retrospective from Roslyn Blyn-LaDrew. Although the Irish 
word "b&aloideas" (literally "oral education") predates Thoms's term, 
"btaloideas" has come to be translated as "folklore"; the match is not perfect. 
Blyn-LaDrew reviews the historical and linguistic similarities and differences 
between the Irish "bCaloideas," the English "folklore," and the Welsh "llyn 
gwe^rin." These keywords reflect and are partly responsible for differences 
in how traditional expressive culture (oral and material) has been defined, 
studied, and displayed in Ireland, England, and Wales. 

Deborah R. Davis uses archival materials and recent fieldwork to 
explore the relationships between experience and belief, and the living and 
the dead. She challenges us to look beyond conventional, narrowly conceived, 
and even condescending explanations of numinous experience. Her focus 
on the fLar gortach (hungry grass) phenomenon reminds us of another, more 
sobering sesquicentennial-that of the Irish Potato Famine. 

Joseph Feller, too, focuses on issues of belief but directs our attention 
to how these issues play a role in the construction of group identity through 
language. Demonstrating how the devotional language of Catholic lay groups 
delineates speech communities, Feller's article is a folklorist's case study of 
"how people do things with words" in modern, urban Ireland. 

Bridget Edwards appreciates the recent calls for ethnographers to turn 
their attention to Ireland's cities. However, she cautions us not to take current 
theoretical trends to the extreme. Turning our backs entirely to the rural 
West of Ireland and to topics, including folklore, that have traditionally been 
associated with the West can only compromise efforts to paint a more 
comprehensive portrait of Irish culture and artistic interaction. Paying 
attention to forms of expressive culture in the West, such as set dancing in 
County Clare, helps us reconsider the supposed dichotomies of the urban 
and rural, and the modern and the traditional in Ireland today. 

Finally, Rick GagnC offers concrete observations of Irish traditional 
dance music in America. In the tradition of Sandy Ives and Ralph Rinzler, 
GagnC answers questions about the production and meaning of art through 
the words and music of a consummate artist, Grey Larsen. Aware that the 
boundaries between the rural and the urban, the "quaint" and the "gritty," 
and the Irish and the foreign are not only muddy but fertile, musicians like 
Larsen who perform Irish music position themselves somewhere along a 
continuum of conservative and eclectic styles of playing. With new 
technology and a growing international market for Irish music, a number of 



performance venues and formats are open to musicians. Informal sessions, 
formal concerts, and high-tech recordings have different rewards and 
restrictions, and "translating" music from one venue or format to another 
has itself become an art. 

This issue could not have been completed without the help of everyone 
listed on our masthead. I am grateful to all of them. I especially want to 
thank Lisa Gilman for her exacting balance of drive and patience. Special 
thanks also go to the other, tireless members of Forum's editorial team- 
Esther Clinton, Julie Heath, and Tom Mould. Lisa Gabbert and Greg Kelley 
contributed their expert editing skills and extra time when time was dear. 
John Fenn and Christie Fox helped bring the issue into print in good form 
with amazing competence and speed. Finally, I want to express my gratitude 
to and affection for two great teachers who have selflessly given me their 
time and fostered my interest in Ireland and the study of folklore-Gearbid 
0 Crualaoich and Henry Glassie. 

RAY CASHMAN 


